Introduction

Many studies have been performed to see the effect of exercise on short-term memory and long-term memory. The effects of exercise on memory varied according to the timing of exercise with respect to learning and the intensity of exercise. Recent studies have shown that memory might benefit from physical exercise. Some studies also show that...
exercise has adverse effects on short-term memory. The number of studies on the effects of a single bout of exercise on memory is limited, and their results are inconsistent so far with some studies showing beneficial effects and some showing adverse effects. In a study performed by Labban and Etneir, participants performed exercise for 30 min and were asked to recall their memories immediately after the exercise. They did not find a significant memory benefit in participants exercising after a learning session compared to a resting condition, whereas memory improved in participants who had exercised before learning. In most studies reporting beneficial effects of acute physical exercise on long-term memory, participants exercised before or during learning. Based on the results of these studies, it is not possible to distinguish whether exercising facilitates memory encoding, consolidation, or both processes.

In this study, we want to see the effect of a single bout of aerobic exercise on memory (short term and long term) when the learning session is before the exercise. We also want to see the effect of aerobic exercise on working memory when the learning session is after the exercise. The previous studies on this topic contain either the former or latter type of format. We will apply both type of formats in our study and reach a conclusion.

Aims and objectives
To find out the effect of acute aerobic exercise on short term, long term and working memory of medical students of an Indian Medical College.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sixty healthy university students were selected as subjects from young medical students of Rama University. Subjects were divided into two groups of 30 students each; one who performed high-intensity exercise (HIE) was considered the case group and the other was the relaxing group (RG) which was considered the control group.

Eligibility criteria
Cases were the Medical Students of Rama Medical College, Kanpur, with age between 18 and 25 years. Cases look apparently healthy. Body weight was between 45 and 80 kg. Cases include both male and female students. Controls were the Medical Students of Rama Medical College, Kanpur, with age between 18 and 25 years. Controls look apparently healthy. Body weight was between 45 and 80 kg. Controls include both male and female students.

Exclusion criteria
1. Subjects having any knowledge of the Arabic language,
2. Age more than 25 years,
3. Weight >80 kg,
4. Patients with diabetes mellitus,
5. Patients suffering from any psychiatric or neurological illness,
6. Smokers, and
7. Patients with cardiovascular and respiratory diseases were excluded from this study.

Pre-experimental screening
During the screening, all the subjects were asked to listen to 40 pseudowords, each followed by a proper English word. After 20 min, subjects were asked to write down English words associated with pseudowords. Subjects remembering more than 20 words were excluded from the study. Four subjects were rejected due to this criterion. Two were excluded due to health problems and one was excluded because of smoking.

We also assessed the subjects’ cardiovascular fitness, and we determined an individually adjusted intensity for the exercise intervention. For this, they performed an incremental exercise test on a cycle ergometer. Cycling started at 30-Watts and was increased in 30-Watt steps. Each step took 3 min. The cadence had to be at least 60 rotations/min. Heart rate was measured continuously with a health band. At the end of each step, participants had to estimate their perceived exertion using the Borg scale. This scale has previously been shown to be a valid tool for measuring perceived exertion. The exercise test was terminated when participants reported subjective exhaustion. VO$_2$ max was estimated as described in Storer et al.

Informed consent was taken from all the students according to the Helsinki Declaration (2013). Ethical clearance was taken from the Institutional Ethical Committee of Rama University, Kanpur. Students were asked to perform exercise for 30 min on a Bicycle Ergometer in the Department of Physiology. Intensity was set for heavy exercise group as 80% of their maximum heart rate.

Experiment no. 1
All the subjects were asked to listen to 20 Arabic words just before the exercise. Half of the subjects performed HIE for 30 min on a Bicycle Ergometer and the remaining half sat silently on a relaxing chair. Memory was tested 20 min after the completion of the exercise to assess for short-term memory. Subjects were asked to repeat the words heard before the exercise. The number of words repeated was recorded manually, and the data were analyzed statistically in the two groups using unpaired t-test. Subjects were provided water to drink after the exercise to prevent dehydration.

Experiment no. 2
The same subjects used in the above experiment were assessed after 24 h of the completion of the exercise. Both the groups were asked to repeat the words heard before
the exercise. The number of words repeated by each group was recorded manually, and data were analyzed statistically using unpaired t-test. This experiment was done to assess long-term memory of the subjects.

**Experiment no. 3**
In another set of experiment, students were asked to listen to 20 Arabic words 5 min after the exercise and have to recall the words after 20 min of exercise. The exercise groups performed HIE for 30 min on a Bicycle Ergometer and the RG sat silently on a relaxing chair. Both the groups were asked to recall the words 20 min after the completion of the exercise. The data were recorded manually and analyzed statistically using unpaired t-test. This experiment was done to assess working memory. P<0.05 will be considered significant for all the experiments.

**RESULTS**

General characteristics cases and controls are listed in Table 1.

**Experiment no. 1**
In the first experiment when the exercise was performed after learning and words were recalled after 20 min of completion of exercise, the mean number of recalled words was more in the RG as compared to the exercise group (HIE) (Table 2).

**Experiment no. 2**
When the same groups were asked to recall the words after 24 h, the results were different. In this case, the exercising group has more mean number of recalled words than RG (Table 2).

**Experiment no. 3**
In this case, subjects were allowed to listen to words 5 min after exercise and were asked to recall 20 min after exercise. The RG was allowed to listen to the words at the same time and was asked to recall after 20 min of rest. This time RG recorded more mean number of recalled words as compared to the exercising group (Table 2).

**Statistical analysis**
Data were analyzed by applying unpaired t-test and using Graphpad Prism 9.0 software.

**DISCUSSION**
The main purpose of the present study was to assess the effect of a single bout of aerobic exercise on short-term memory, long-term memory and working memory. The results of Experiment no.1 showed the effect of exercise on short-term memory. When the words were recalled after 20 min of stopping the exercise, the subjects of HIE group recalled lesser number of words than RG. This showed that HIE has an adverse effect on short-term memory. This effect may be explained by the effect of endogenous cannabinoids on working memory, as exogenous cannabinoids are reported to impair working memory and spatial learning. They do so by interfering with hippocampal-dependent neuronal processes responsible for memory.

In Experiment no.2 when the words were recalled after 24 h of exercise then, HIE group recalled more mean number of words than RG. That is HIE group retained more of initially learned words. Using this method, we were able to study the effects of physical exercise during the early phases of memory consolidation, provided that learning conditions were constant in both groups. Our results suggest that physical exercise enhances long-term memory by facilitating the early stages of memory consolidation. Our results are consistent with reports of the previous studies showing that exercising after learning did not improve immediate
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*HIE: High-intensity exercise, †S: Significant
memory, but improvements were only seen after a delay of at least 24 h. Roig et al., argued that memory tests administered too early after encoding when memory traces are still undergoing consolidation, are not able to detect exercise-induced memory gains and might even interrupt the consolidation process. As the timing of memory tests relative to the exercise interventions differ between studies, and this variability might explain inconsistent results in the previous studies. The reason for poor memory of exercising group might be exercise-induced arousal and exhaustion. Null effects or detrimental effects of physical exercise on cognitive performance were mostly seen in studies with HIE protocols, leading to dehydration and exhaustion. In our study, however, subjects had the opportunity to drink water during and after the exercise session. While the exercising group was exercising on a stationary bicycle, the RG sat stationary in a relaxing chair. Thus, it might be possible that RG silently rehearsed the words learned which improved their short-term memory. However, the RG showed more forgetting after 24 h compared to the exercise group, suggesting that short-term memory and long-term consolidation were differentially affected by the experimental interventions. Further studies are required which introduce a task that interferes with memory rehearsal to rule out these effects on memory.

Results of Experiment no. 3 suggest that high-intensity aerobic exercise has an adverse effect on working memory. Our results are in line with a few studies. A recent study investigating higher cognitive functioning during exercise has shown that prolonged running and cycling produce deficiencies in prefrontal-dependent cognitive processes such as sustained attention and working memory. One possible explanation of these findings may be that the increased endocannabinoid release during the exercise results in decreased metabolism in the prefrontal regions and altered cognitive function. Therefore, it can be said that endocannabinoids mediate the effects of acute exercise on working memory and short-term memory in the prefrontal region and hippocampus. Our results proved that exercise has an adverse effect on short-term and working memory, but it has a beneficial effect on long-term memory. Our study is in accordance with the previous studies. Hotting et al., found in their study that exercise after learning did not enhance short-term memory. Instead, short-term memory was found to be enhanced in participants of the RG than in participants of a HIE group and a low-intensity exercise group.

**Limitations of the study**

In our study, Exercise group performed only high intensity exercise. So these results may not be true for persons performing low intensity exercise and moderate intensity exercise.

**CONCLUSION**

We conclude that exercise has an adverse effect on short-term and working memory, but it has a beneficial effect on long-term memory.
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